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Introduction
• Why coding for machines?

Part 1 – Coding for machines
• Rate-distortion results
• Examples

Part 2 – Coding for humans and machines
• Image coding
• Video coding

Part 3 – Standardization
• CDVS and CDVA
• JPEG AI
• MPEG-VCM (Video Coding for Machines) 

OVERVIEW
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Introduction
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Automatic traffic monitoring & management

• Cameras (and other sensors) along 
roads and intersections

• Counting vehicles, pedestrians, etc.

• Estimating their speed, traffic intensity, 
detecting violations and emergencies 

• Help manage traffic

• Tasks:
o Object detection
o Object tracking
o Human viewing (occasionally)

EMERGING APPLICATIONS
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The traditional approach

• Camera captures the image

• Encoded image sent to the cloud

• Analysis (“intelligence”) performed in the cloud

• Result sent back to the edge (if needed) or to 
other systems in the cloud

Challenges:

• Concerns over privacy

• Does not take full advantage of capabilities of
modern edge devices

• High bitrate

CLOUD-BASED INTELLIGENCE
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The new approach

• Analysis (“intelligence”) performed at the edge

• Only the result sent to the cloud, if needed

• Makes the edge device “smart”

• Addresses many privacy concerns

• Lowest bitrate

Challenges:

• Can be energy-intensive (at the edge)

• Model complexity limited by the resources of the edge device
o Cloud will always be able to host larger, more complex models

• What if a different type of analysis is needed?

EDGE-BASED INTELLIGENCE
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(Edge-cloud) collaborative intelligence
• Between cloud-only and edge-only extremes
• Part of “intelligence” at the edge, other part at the cloud
• Features sent to the cloud, task(s) completed there
• Able to address privacy concerns
• Able to scale to available resources

Challenges:
• Design criteria?
• Bitrate?

COLLABORATIVE INTELLIGENCE
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Y. Lou et al., "Front-end smart visual sensing and back-end intelligent analysis: A unified 
infrastructure for economizing the visual system of city brain," IEEE JSAC, vol. 37, no. 7, pp. 
1489-1503, July 2019.
I. V. Bajić, W. Lin and Y. Tian, "Collaborative intelligence: Challenges and opportunities," Proc. 
ICASSP, 2021, pp. 8493-8497
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Part 1

Coding for machines
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LIMITS OF CODING FOR MACHINES
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Can coding for machines be more efficient than conventional coding (for humans)?

Recall the data processing inequality (DPI)

• If 𝑋 → 𝑌 → 𝑍 is a Markov chain, then 

𝐼(𝑋; 𝑌) ≥ 𝐼(𝑋; 𝑍)

• Downstream variable (𝑍) has no more information about input (𝑋) than an upstream variable (𝑌)

• Extended version of DPI: if 𝑋 → 𝑌 → 𝑍 → 𝑊 is a Markov chain, then

𝐼(𝑌; 𝑍) ≥ 𝐼(𝑋;𝑊)

T. M. Cover and J. A. Thomas, Elements of Information Theory, 2nd Edition, Wiley, 2006.
R. W. Yeung, A First Course in Information Theory, Springer, 2006.
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NEURAL NETWORK LAYERS FORM MARKOV CHAINS
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• 𝒴!  =  output of the 𝑖-th layer in a feedforward neural network

      (input)     𝑋          𝒴"              𝒴#   𝒴$       𝒴%           𝑇    (output)

• 𝑋 → 𝒴" → 𝒴# → 𝒴$ → 𝒴% → 𝑇 is a Markov chain

o So is any chain 𝑋 → 𝒴! → 𝒴& → 𝑇 for 𝑖 < 𝑗
o True for dense layers, convolutional layers, pooling layers, etc.

N. Tishby and N. Zaslavsky, “Deep learning and the information bottleneck principle,” Proc. IEEE Information Theory Workshop (ITW), Mar. 2015.
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NEURAL NETWORK LAYERS FORM MARKOV CHAINS
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• What about skip connections?

      (input)     𝑋          𝒴"              𝒴#   𝒴$       𝒴%           𝑇    (output)

• 𝑋 → 𝒴" → 𝒴# → 𝒴$ is not a Markov chain

o 𝒴$ depends on both 𝒴# and 𝒴", not just 𝒴#
o However, 𝑋 → 𝒴" → 𝒴$ is a Markov chain

o Markovity still holds “across” skip connections, but not “under” them
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Claim: In a non-generative feedforward neural network, in terms of lossless compression, 
intermediate features are at least as compressible as the network’s input.

• Let 𝑋 be the input, 𝒴 = {𝒴!} be a set of some intermediate layer outputs (features)

• Using DPI it can be shown

𝐻 𝒴 ≤ 𝐻(𝑋)       and      𝑅𝒴 𝐷 ≤ 𝑅( 𝐷

where distortion 𝐷 is measured at the network’s output

• By extension

Claim: Deeper layers are at least as compressible as the shallower layers.

𝐻 𝒴! ≤ 𝐻 𝒴&      and     𝑅𝒴! 𝐷 ≤ 𝑅𝒴" 𝐷     for 𝑖 > 𝑗

FEATURE COMPRESSIBILITY
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H. Choi and I. V. Bajić, ”Scalable image coding for humans and machines," IEEE Trans. Image Processing, vol. 31, pp. 2739-2754, 2022.
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FEATURE COMPRESSIBILITY
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• Great news for collaborative intelligence and coding for machines! 

o Can do better than cloud-only approach (conventional coding)

• Further, the theory suggests the following design principle:

o Compress the deepest layer that complexity constraints will allow on the edge device

• However:

o Theory talks about limits; practical codecs might be far from those limits

o Theory shows what is possible, but not exactly how to get there

o Ideal for grant proposals 😀

• What can we expect from practical (sub-optimal) codecs?
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• A simple convolutional neural network (CNN) for cats vs. dogs classification

• Trained on Kaggle’s cats vs. dogs dataset

• Goal: compare input compression (coding for humans) vs. feature compression (coding for 
machines) in terms of resulting classification accuracy

TOY EXAMPLE OF FEATURE COMPRESSIBILITY
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Figure 1: The CNN model used for cats vs. dogs classification.

Discussion The above theorem is a lossy counterpart to Theorem 1, showing that in the lossy233

case also, layers’ outputs are at least as compressible as the input for any given distortion level.234

What is interesting in this case is that even if the mapping from input X to layers’ outputs T is235

perfectly invertible, T may still be more compressible than X , because it may allow for more efficient236

quantization. This is different from the lossless case where invertibility of the mapping from X to T237

meant than T is no more compressible than X .238

5 Examples239

5.1 A simple cats vs. dogs experiment240

To illustrate practical compression of inputs vs. layer outputs, we constructed a simple Convolutional241

Neural Network (CNN) for cats vs. dogs classification, as shown in Figure 1. The model has seven242

layers. The first five are composed of 2D convolution (3⇥3 filters), batch normalization, Rectified243

Linear Unit (ReLU) activation, and 2⇥2 max pooling. The number of filters is 8 in the first layer, and244

increases by a factor of 2 up to the fifth layer. The last two layers are fully connected, with 512 and245

128 units, respectively, and ReLU activation. The output is a single unit with sigmoid activation. The246

figure shows tensor dimensions at the output of each layer.247

The model was implemented in Keras and trained on the data from Kaggle.3 From the 25,000 labeled248

images provided (12,500 for each class), 22,000 were selected for training (11,000 in each class)249

and the remaining 3,000 were used for testing. Inputs were resized to 128⇥128 and the model was250

trained for 20 epochs using the Adam optimizer with the initial learning rate of 5 · 10�3. The test251

accuracy was 0.9113. There are, of course, more sophisticated and accurate models for this problem;252

our goal here is to illustrate feature compression on a simple model, rather than construct the most253

accurate model for this problem.254

To compress tensors at intermediate layers, the tensor was tiled into an image, rescaled to range255

[0, 255], rounded to the nearest integer, and encoded as a grayscale image using JPEG4 with varying256

quality factors from 2 to 95. This gave a range of qualities and file sizes. The maximum value of257

each tensor, which is needed for scaling to [0, 255] and back, was stored as a 32-bit (4 Byte) value258

and included in the file size. For comparison, 128⇥128 input images were also encoded using JPEG.259

The left part of Figure 2 shows an example of an input image encoded at various JPEG qualities (top)260

and the corresponding tiled tensors from layers 1-5 also encoded at various JPEG qualities.261

The compression vs. accuracy curves for the input and layers 1-5 are shown in the right part of262

Figure 2. With input compression, baseline accuracy can be reached with average JPEG file size of263

3https://www.kaggle.com/c/dogs-vs-cats
4https://pillow.readthedocs.io/en/stable/handbook/image-file-formats.html

7
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TOY EXAMPLE OF FEATURE COMPRESSIBILITY
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Input

Layer 1

…

Layer 5

File size

Features tiled into an 
image and compressed 
using JPEG

Feature compression better than input 
compression starting with layer 3 – why?

If we had an optimal encoder, this 
would already happen at layer 1
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Results on YOLOv2 object detector

• Features compressed by BPG (HEVC-Intra)

• Part of VOC2007 dataset for testing

• Images from VOC2007 and VOC2012 for re-
training to account for quantization

• Bit savings of up to 60% at equivalent accuracy 
without re-training

• Bit savings of 70% with re-training

ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF FEATURE COMPRESSIBILITY
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H. Choi and I. V. Bajić, “Deep feature compression for collaborative object detection,” Proc. IEEE ICIP, Oct. 2018.

Fig. 4. mAP vs. KBPI for lossless deep feature compression

We first test the impact of lossless compression (after the
Q-layer) on accuracy. As is common with multi-class object
detectors [18], we use mean Average Precision (mAP) as a
measure of accuracy, and look at its variation with 8-bit, 10-
bit and 12-bit quantization in the Q-layer. The compression
of feature data is quantified using average Kbits per image
(KBPI). Fig. 4 presents mAP versus KBPI for various split
points in the network. Vertical bars show the standard devia-
tion of mAP at a given average KBPI, while horizontal bars
show the standard deviation of KBPI for the corresponding
average mAP. The red square indicates the operating point
achieved by the cloud-only approach, without network split-
ting and uploading the input JPEG images to the cloud.

As seen in the figure, when the split point is close to the in-
put (e.g. max 3, conv 6 or conv 10 layers), the data volume is
too large, and even with lossless compression of feature data,
it is more efficient to simply upload input images to the cloud.
But as we move down the network, it becomes more advanta-
geous to upload feature data. Meanwhile, the mAP does not
change much - scores around 0.7465-0.7475 are achieved for
all the cases. Hence, lossless compression of deep features
(following 8-, 10-, or 12-bit quantization) has only a minor
influence on accuracy, but also provides limited (if any) bit
savings for data transfer to the cloud.

Lossy compression offers significant bit savings, but care
must be taken to minimize the loss of accuracy. In order
to evaluate the impact of lossy compression, we show mAP
vs. KBPI curves in Fig. 5. The green curve corresponds
to compressing the input image, as the default cloud-only
approach. The blue curves correspond to splitting the net-
work at the output of max 11 layer, and red curves correspond
to the split after the max 17 layer. In each case, the solid
line corresponds to using default YOLO9000 weights while
the dashed line corresponds to using the weights obtained
by compression-augmented training, starting from the pre-
trained weight, “Darknet19 448x448”, for ImageNet classi-
fication [19] and following the training procedure in [20]. As

Fig. 5. mAP vs. KBPI for lossy deep feature compression

seen in the figure, lossy compression can provide significant
bit savings over the cloud-only approach, while compression-
augmented training further extends the range of useful com-
pression levels for a given mAP.

To quantify the differences between various cases, we
adopt a Bjontegaard Delta (BD) approach [21]. Specifi-
cally, we use the BD calculation to compute BD-KBPI-mAP,
which indicates the average difference in KBPI at the same
mAP. The results are shown in Table 1, where the default
case against which the comparison is made is the cloud-only
approach. As shown in the table, compressing features at
the output of max 11 (max 17) while using default weights
would give an average saving of 6% (60%) at the same mAP
compared to cloud-only approach. Meanwhile, the weights
obtained through compression-augmented training would
provide an additional bit saving of 39% (10%), for the total
of up to 45% (70%) bit savings.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We studied deep feature compression for collaborative object
detection between the mobile and the cloud. We examined
the impact of compression on detection accuracy and showed
that lossless compression of 8-bit (or higher) quantized data
does not have much impact on the accuracy. Lossy compres-
sion provides higher bit savings, but also affects the accuracy.
To compensate for this, we proposed compression-augmented
training, which is able to extend the range of useful compres-
sion levels for a desired accuracy.

Table 1. BD-KBPI-mAP of lossy feature compression vs.
cloud-only approach

Split at Default weights Re-trained weights
max 11 �6.09% �45.23%
max 17 �60.30% �70.30%
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• Until now, we considered conventional codecs, which operate as autoencoders

                           𝑋      7𝑋 ≈ 𝑋

• These could be applied coding input, or coding features

• But generalized codecs could be more useful for coding for machines

                          𝑋      7𝒴

GENERALIZED CODEC

multimedia laboratory

Encode Decode

Encode Decode

VISUAL CODING FOR HUMANS AND MACHINES – PART 1: MACHINES
IEEE ICASSP 2023 HMM-QOE KEYNOTE
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Generalized codec could ingest input or features, and output (“distill”) other features

     (input)     𝑋          𝒴"              𝒴#   𝒴$       𝒴%           𝑇    (output)

    

            ingest          distill

Claims:  1) For a given distillation point, all ingestion points have the same RD bound

  2) For a given ingestion point, deeper distillation points have better RD bounds

DISTILLATION USING A GENERALIZED CODEC

multimedia laboratoryVISUAL CODING FOR HUMANS AND MACHINES – PART 1: MACHINES
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A. Harell, A. de Andrade, and I. V. Bajić, ”Rate-distortion in image coding for machines," PCS 2022. arXiv:2209.11694
A. Harell et al., “Rate-distortion theory in coding for machines and its applications,” arXiv:2305.17295

Generalized 
codec
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Reference Computer vision task(s)
H. Choi and I. V. Bajić, “High efficiency compression for object detection,” Proc. IEEE ICASSP, 
2018, pp. 1729-1796. Object detection

H. Choi and I. V. Bajić, “Near-lossless deep feature compression for collaborative 
intelligence,” Proc. IEEE MMSP, 2018. Object detection

H. Choi and I. V. Bajić, “Deep feature compression for collaborative object detection,” Proc. 
IEEE ICIP,  2018, pp. 3743-3747. Object detection

N. Patwa, N. Ahuja, S. Somayazulu, O. Tickoo, S. Varadarajan and S. Koolagudi, “Semantic-
Preserving Image Compression,” Proc. IEEE ICIP, 2020, pp. 1281-1285. Image classification

Y. Matsubara, R. Yang, M. Levorato and S. Mandt, “Supervised Compression for Resource-
Constrained Edge Computing Systems,” Proc. IEEE/CVF WACV, 2022, pp. 923-933.

Image classification
Object detection
Object segmentation

Z. Yuan, S. Rawlekar, S. Garg, E. Erkip and Y. Wang, “Feature Compression for Rate 
Constrained Object Detection on the Edge,” Proc. IEEE MIPR, 2022. Object detection

Z. Duan and F. Zhu, “Efficient Feature Compression for Edge-Cloud Systems,” Proc. PCS, 
2022, pp. 187-191 Image classification

Z. Zhang and Y. Liu, “Side Information Driven Image Coding for Machines,” Proc. PCS, 2022, 
pp. 193-197 Image classification

K. Fischer, F. Brand and A. Kaup, “Boosting Neural Image Compression for Machines Using 
Latent Space Masking,” IEEE Trans Circuits Syst. Video Technol., 2022, Early Access. Semantic segmentation

SOME EXAMPLES OF CODING FOR MACHINES
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Part 2

Coding for humans and machines

multimedia laboratoryVISUAL CODING FOR HUMANS AND MACHINES – PART 2: HUMANS AND MACHINES
IEEE ICASSP 2023 HMM-QOE KEYNOTE
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CODING FOR HUMANS AND MACHINES

multimedia laboratory

• To support human viewing, input image reconstruction ( 7𝑋) is needed in addition to computer 
vision (CV) task(s) 𝑇	

• A possible solution: reconstruct 7𝑋 first, then feed it to a CV model

• Challenges: 

o 7𝑋	has to be good for both human viewing and subsequent CV analysis task

o Bitrate dominated by input reconstruction, which is higher than bitrate for CV analysis; if 
human viewing is needed only occasionally, this is wasteful

𝑋 7𝑋 𝑇

Input image Reconstructed
image

CV task

Image codec

VISUAL CODING FOR HUMANS AND MACHINES – PART 2: HUMANS AND MACHINES
IEEE ICASSP 2023 HMM-QOE KEYNOTE
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CODING FOR HUMANS AND MACHINES

multimedia laboratory

• Better solution: perform CV analysis first, input reconstruction if needed

• Advantage: operates at CV task rate when human viewing not needed

• Challenges: 

o Predictor design

o Residual codec design

𝑋

7𝑋

𝑇Input image

Reconstructed
image

CV taskCodec for 
machine

Predict

- Residual codec

VISUAL CODING FOR HUMANS AND MACHINES – PART 2: HUMANS AND MACHINES
IEEE ICASSP 2023 HMM-QOE KEYNOTE
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• Scalable face image coding [1]
o Base: facial landmark keypoints
o Enhancement: color and texture info
o Uses generative face decoder

• Semantic-to-signal-scalable coding [2]
o Base: deepest feature
o Enhancements: information lost when

going layer to layer

EXAMPLES OF SCALABLE HUMAN-MACHINE CODING SYSTEMS

multimedia laboratory

[1] S. Yang, Y. Hu, W. Yang, L. -Y. Duan and J. Liu, "Towards coding for human and machine vision: Scalable face image coding," IEEE Trans. 
     Multimedia, vol. 23, pp. 2957-2971, 2021.
[2] N. Yan, C. Gao, D. Liu, H. Li, L. Li and F. Wu, "SSSIC: Semantics-to-signal scalable image coding with learned structural representations," IEEE
     Trans. Image Processing, vol. 30, pp. 8939-8954, 2021.

VISUAL CODING FOR HUMANS AND MACHINES – PART 2: HUMANS AND MACHINES
IEEE ICASSP 2023 HMM-QOE KEYNOTE
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• Scalable human-machine coding using conventional encoders
o Base: segmentation information
o First enhancement: preview 
o Second enhancement: reconstruction residual

EXAMPLES OF SCALABLE HUMAN-MACHINE CODING SYSTEMS

multimedia laboratory

S. Chen, J. Jin, L. Meng, W. Lin, Z. Chen, T.-S. Chang, Z. Li, H. Zhang, "A new image codec paradigm for human and machine uses," arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2112.10071, Dec. 2021.

VISUAL CODING FOR HUMANS AND MACHINES – PART 2: HUMANS AND MACHINES
IEEE ICASSP 2023 HMM-QOE KEYNOTE
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• Human-machine coding for IoT
o Base: classification + preview 
o Enhancement: reconstruction residual

EXAMPLES OF SCALABLE HUMAN-MACHINE CODING SYSTEMS

multimedia laboratory

Z. Wang, F. Li, J. Xu and P. C. Cosman, "Human–machine interaction-oriented image coding for resource-constrained visual monitoring in IoT," 
IEEE Internet of Things Journal, vol. 9, no. 17, pp. 16181-16195, 1 Sept. 2022.

VISUAL CODING FOR HUMANS AND MACHINES – PART 2: HUMANS AND MACHINES
IEEE ICASSP 2023 HMM-QOE KEYNOTE
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LATENT SPACE SCALABILITY FOR HUMAN-MACHINE CODING

multimedia laboratory

H. Choi and I. V. Bajić, “Latent-space scalability for multi-task collaborative intelligence,” Proc. IEEE ICIP, pp. 3562-3566, Sep. 2021. 
H. Choi and I. V. Bajić, “Scalable image coding for humans and machines,”  IEEE Trans. Image Processing, pp. 2739-2754, Mar. 2022.

• Structured latent space to support input reconstruction ( 7𝑋) and CV tasks (𝑇) efficiently

• CV analysis can also be obtained from 7𝑋
• Data processing inequality (DPI) applied to  𝒴 → 7𝑋 → 𝑇:

𝐼(𝒴; 7𝑋) ≥ 𝐼(𝒴; 𝑇)

𝑋 𝒴
7𝑋

𝑇

𝑇

Input image Latent 
representation

Reconstructed
image

CV task

CV task

VISUAL CODING FOR HUMANS AND MACHINES – PART 2: HUMANS AND MACHINES
IEEE ICASSP 2023 HMM-QOE KEYNOTE
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LATENT SPACE SCALABILITY FOR HUMAN-MACHINE CODING

multimedia laboratory

𝐼(𝒴; 7𝑋) ≥ 𝐼(𝒴; 𝑇)

• Latent space 𝒴	contains less 
information about CV task 𝑇 than 
about input reconstruction 7𝑋

• Dedicate a subset of 𝒴 to 𝑇, all of it 
to 7𝑋

• When only 𝑇 is needed, decode 
only a subset of 𝒴
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Scalable Image Coding for Humans and Machines
Hyomin Choi, Member, IEEE, and Ivan V. Bajić, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—At present, and increasingly so in the future, much
of the captured visual content will not be seen by humans.
Instead, it will be used for automated machine vision analytics
and may require occasional human viewing. Examples of such
applications include traffic monitoring, visual surveillance, au-
tonomous navigation, and industrial machine vision. To address
such requirements, we develop an end-to-end learned image codec
whose latent space is designed to support scalability from simpler
to more complicated tasks. The simplest task is assigned to a
subset of the latent space (the base layer), while more complicated
tasks make use of additional subsets of the latent space, i.e.,
both the base and enhancement layer(s). For the experiments, we
establish a 2-layer and a 3-layer model, each of which offers input
reconstruction for human vision, plus machine vision task(s),
and compare them with relevant benchmarks. The experiments
show that our scalable codecs offer 37%–80% bitrate savings on
machine vision tasks compared to best alternatives, while being
comparable to state-of-the-art image codecs in terms of input
reconstruction.

Index Terms—Image compression, deep neural network, multi-
task network, scalable coding, latent-space scalability

I. INTRODUCTION

ADVANCES in artificial intelligence (AI) are having a
major impact on both image/video coding and computer

vision. New research areas are emerging at their intersection,
where the goal is to develop compression systems to support
both human and machine vision [1]. Related standardization
activities – Video Coding for Machines (VCM) [2] and JPEG-
AI [3] – have recently been initiated.

Traditionally, input compression for human vision and
feature compression for machine vision have been ap-
proached separately or sequentially, through paradigms such as
compress-then-analyze or analyze-then-compress [1]. Exam-
ples of the former include traditional computer vision, where
it is common to train and test vision models on JPEG images,
as well as compressed-domain analytics such as [4]–[11],
where analysis is performed on conventionally-compressed
bitstreams without full decoding or input reconstruction. Ex-
amples of the latter include Compact Descriptors for Visual
Search (CDVS) [12], where machine vision-relevant features
such as SIFT [13] are first extracted from the input, then
compressed. In this case, however, reconstructing the input
image would require significant additional bitrate.

Recent deep neural network (DNN)-based image coding
methods [14]–[16] offer competitive rate-distortion (RD) per-
formance against traditional codecs, and their perceptual
performanceis even more impressive [17], [18]. DNN-based
codecs map the input image into a latent space, which is then
quantized and arithmetically coded [19]. Meanwhile, DNN

H. Choi and I. V. Bajić are with the School of Engineering Science, Simon
Fraser University, Burnaby, BC, V5A 1S6, Canada. E-mail: chyomin@sfu.ca,
ibajic@ensc.sfu.ca

Fig. 1. An example of latent-space scalability: channels of a feature tensor
(left) and the tasks they support (right).

computer vision models for classification [20], [21], object
detection [22]–[24], and segmentation [25] pass the input
image through a sequence of latent spaces while performing
analysis. What is interesting about these latent spaces is that
they are at least as compressible as the input, which we prove
in the Appendix. Hence, combining image compression and
DNN-based analysis is theoretically justified.

Another important trend has been the development of
DNN models that support multiple tasks, including input
reconstruction, using compressible representations [26]–[30].
In these methods, however, the entire latent space must be
reconstructed to support any of the tasks. The most recent
proposals [31]–[33] focus on multi-task scalability. For in-
stance, [31] presented a scalable framework to support facial
landmark reconstruction as the base task and input reconstruc-
tion as the enhancement task. However, both tasks rely on
generative [34] decoding, which makes it hard to guarantee
reconstruction fidelity. Liu et al. [32] present scalable image
compression supporting coarse-to-fine classification as well as
input reconstruction as the enhancement task. However, in this
approach, multiple latent spaces are compressed, leading to
inefficiency. The approach proposed in this paper compresses
a single latent space, and still achieves scalability among
multiple tasks, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

This paper is an extension of our recent preliminary
work [33], which presented a 2-layer model based on the
YOLOv3 [24] backbone to support object detection and input
reconstruction. In [33], the enhancement portion of the latent
space did not need to be reconstructed, but it still needed to
be entropy decoded. Those initial ideas are extended in the
present paper in the following ways:

• We extend the 2-task model from [33] so that base and
enhancement layers are now in separate bitstreams, and
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Example 2-layer scalable system:
• End-to-end image codec backbone [2]	
• Subset of latent space (𝒴") needs to be transformed into the latent space ℱ	of the CV back-end 

o Need latent-space transform (another neural network)
• CV back-end (for object detection) is YOLOv3 [3] starting at layer 13

𝑋 𝒴 = {𝑌", … , 𝑌! , 𝑌!)", … , 𝑌*} 7𝑋

𝑇

Input image Reconstructed
image

CV task

Encoder Decoder

End-to-end neural image codec

CV back-endLatent-space 
transform

ℱ𝒴"
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• Loss function:
ℒ = 𝑅 + 𝜆 @ MSE 𝑋, 7𝑋 + 𝛾 @ MSE ℱ, 7ℱ

• 𝑅 is the rate estimate [2]
• Distortion 𝐷 composed of input reconstruction MSE 𝑋, 7𝑋  and CV feature reconstruction MSE ℱ, 7ℱ
• Since MSE ℱ, 7ℱ  depends only on 𝒴" (and not on 𝒴\𝒴"), CV-relevant information is steered to 𝒴"

𝐷

𝑋 𝒴 = {𝑌", … , 𝑌! , 𝑌!)", … , 𝑌*} 7𝑋

𝑇
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image
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• Object detection experiments on the 
COCO dataset

• Performance much better than 
compressing input directly:

o 37 – 48% bit savings compared to 
state-of-the-art image codecs

o 2.8 – 4.5% more accurate 
detection at the same bit rate

o Reason: not all pixel details are 
needed for object detection
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TABLE I
� VALUES FOR TRAINING MODELS

Model Index 1 2 3 4 5 6

� 0.0018 0.0035 0.0067 0.013 0.025 0.0483

and 3-layer networks are trained on the same datasets using a
two-stage training strategy described below.

A. Training setup
Our multi-task networks are trained in two stages. In the

first stage, the networks are trained on CLIC [17] and JPEG-
AI [43] datasets. Randomly cropped patches with size of
256 ⇥ 256 from both datasets are used as input. We also
set the mini-batch size to 16. Adam optimizer with a fixed
learning rate of 10�4 is used for 400 epochs on a GeForce RTX
2080 GPU with 11 GB RAM. Then, we change the dataset
to VIMEO-90K [44] to continue the training for another 300-
400 epochs in the second stage. Likewise, randomly cropped
patches are drawn from the dataset, but this time the learning
rate decreases with polynomial decay for every 10 epochs. Six
values of �, shown in Table I, are used in (4) to produce six
versions of the trained networks, as in [45]. Specifics of the
2- and 3-layer networks are given below.

Two-layer network: A LST in the base layer maps the base
features to the convolution output of layer 13 of YOLOv3,
eF (13)
1 2 R2N⇥2M⇥256. To match the resolution of the target

feature tensor, the LST scaling factors rk, k 2 {1, 2, 3, 4},
are set to 2, 1, 1, and 1, respectively. The processing at layer
13 of YOLOv3 includes a convolutional layer followed by
batch normalization and Leaky ReLU activation, as shown
in Fig 9(a). Since the pre-trained weights of YOLOv3 [24]
represent prior knowledge obtained over the training data, we
keep and re-use them for the batch normalization followed by
an activation function at layer 13, so the last layer of the LST
simply adopts a linear activation. The estimate of the layer
13 convolution output, produced by our LST, is then used as
input to the batch normalization with the learned weights at
layer 13. To account for this, the distortion equation is slightly
modified from (6), to

D = MSE(X, bX) + � · MSE
⇣
F

(13)
1 , V

(13)( eF (13)
1 , ⇢

⇤)
⌘
,

(10)

where � = 0.006 and V
(13) includes batch normalization

followed by Leaky ReLU activation, with pre-trained weights
⇢
⇤ from [24].
Three-layer network: LSTs in the base and the first

enhancement layer individually estimate intermediate tensors
of Faster R-CNN [46] for object detection and Mask R-
CNN [25] for segmentation, respectively. Fig. 9(b) presents the
ResNet-50 [20] based Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [35]
used as a backbone network for both R-CNN networks. In
particular, the LSTs estimate the outputs of layer 4 in the FPN,
eF (4)
j 2 R4N⇥4M⇥256, where j 2 {1, 2}. Hence, to generate

the correct size of the feature tensors from the sub-latents
eY1 and { bY1,

bY2}, both LSTs have the same configuration

TABLE II
SUMMARIZED PERFORMANCE OF VISION TASKS AGAINST VARIOUS

BENCHMARKS WITH BD METRICS

Two-layer Network Three-layer Network

Object Detection Segmentation

Benchmarks BD-Bitrate BD-mAP BD-Bitrate BD-mAP BD-Bitrate BD-mAP

VVC –39.8 2.79 –73.2 2.33 –71.2 2.34
HEVC –47.9 4.55 –73.2 3.05 –74.7 2.96

Minnen et al. [15] –41.3 3.26 –78.7 3.73 –77.2 3.38
Cheng et al. [16] –37.4 2.89 –76.6 3.62 –75.4 3.49

of scaling factors: r1 = r2 = 2 and r3 = r4 = 1. The
activation at layer 4 in the FPN is ReLU, so we use the
same function for the last activation layer for both LSTs. For
distortion computation, the MSE is measured at various points
P2–P6 in the FPN, which are shown in Fig. 9(b). To account
for this, the distortion equation (6) is slightly modified to

D = MSE(X, bX)

+ � · 1
5
·

2X

j=1

6X

l=2

MSE(Plj , V back-end,Pl
FPN,j ( eF (4)

j , ⇢
⇤
j ))

(11)

where � = 0.0015 and V
back-end,Pl

FPN,j represents the portion of
the FPN back-end up to Pl, with pre-trained weights ⇢

⇤
j [47],

using eF (4)
j as input.

B. Evaluation on machine vision tasks

Our multi-task networks are evaluated on relevant datasets
associated with targeted tasks, in terms of task accuracy vs.
bitrate. The benchmarks consist of conventional codecs, such
as HEVC [39] and VVC [48] with quantization parameters
QP 2 {22, 25, 28, ..., 40}, as well as DNN-based image
codecs [15], [16], applied to input images. Then decoded
images are used as input to the pre-trained computer vision
model2 to examine task accuracy.

Two-layer network: Our two-layer network supports object
detection in the base layer using the YOLOv3 [24] back-
end. We first evaluate the object detection performance on
the COCO2014 validation set [49], which includes about 5K
images. Since most vision networks resize the input to a
specific resolution before processing, we also resize input
images to 512 ⇥ 512 using bilinear interpolation without
letterboxing, in order to generate (via LST) a feature tensor
eF (13)
1 2 R64⇥64⇥256 that can be directly fed into the YOLOv3

back-end. The same resizing is done with benchmark image
codecs.

Fig. 10 presents a comparison of our object detection
performance against various benchmarks in terms of bitrate
vs. mean Average Precision (mAP), where bpp is computed by
dividing total number of coded bits (base and side bitstreams)
by the number of input pixels. The mAP uses the Intersection
of Union (IoU) threshold of 0.5. In the figure, the black dashed
line shows the default mAP performance of 55.85% when
using test images as input to YOLOv3 [24] with pre-trained
weights. Our object detection achieves the best rate-accuracy

2The same model whose back-end is used in our multi-task network.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 9. Part of network architectures for targeted vision tasks: (a) YOLOv3 [24] and (b) Feature Pyramid Network used for Faster [46] and Mask [25] R-CNN

Fig. 10. Two-layer network’s object detection performance compared with
benchmarks

performance, with mAP loss of about 1% at 0.74 bpp, where
most benchmarks suffer a mAP loss of about 2%. Moreover, at
0.56 bpp, our method operates within a 2% mAP loss margin,
whereas most benchmarks have lost about 4% mAP at this
point. Cheng et al. [16] shows the best performance among
the benchmarks, but there is still significant gap between it
and our proposed method.

Table II (first three columns) summarizes object detection
vs. bitrate results using extended versions of BD metrics [50].
For the BD-mAP metric, positive numbers represent an av-
erage increase of mAP at the same bitrate. For BD-Bitrate,
negative numbers indicate average bit savings at the same
accuracy. Our method shows a noticeable bit savings and
increased accuracy compared to all benchmarks. For example,
against HEVC, we achieve BD-Bitrate savings of –47.9%, and
BD-mAP gain of 4.55%. Against Cheng et al. [16], we achieve
BD-Bitrate savings of –37.4%, and BD-mAP gain of 2.89%.

Three-layer network: The three-layer network supports
object detection in the base layer and object segmentation
in the first enhancement layer. The corresponding back-ends
use ResNet-50-based Faster [46] and Mask [25] R-CNN,
respectively. To assess the performance of both tasks, we use
the COCO2017 [49] validation set, which provides labelled

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Performance of (a) object detection and (b) segmentation with three-
layer multi-task network

ground truth for both bounding boxes and segmentation maps.
Faster R-CNN and Mask R-CNN have a constraint on the
input resolution that the shorter edge must be less than or
equal to 800 pixels according to given default configuration.
Hence, we resize the test images to meet the constraint using
bilinear interpolation prior to the experiment, then use the
resized images as input to our three-layer network. As a result,

2-layer system: object detection + input reconstruction
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Example 3-layer scalable system
• End-to-end image codec backbone [2]	
• CV task 1: object detection using Detectron [3] Faster RCNN
• CV task 2: instance segmentation using Detectron [3] Mask RCNN 

o Object detection ⊂ semantic segmentation   ⟹   𝒴" ⊂ 𝒴#

𝑋 𝒴 = {𝑌", … , 𝑌! , 𝑌!)", … , 𝑌*} 7𝑋

𝑇"

Input image Reconstructed
image

Object detection

Encoder Decoder

End-to-end neural image codec

CV back-end 1Latent-space 
transform 1

ℱ"𝒴"

𝑇#
Instance segmentation

CV back-end 2Latent-space 
transform 2

ℱ#𝒴#
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• Detection and segmentation experiments on COCO

• Again, Performance much better than compressing 
input directly:

o 71 – 78% bit savings compared to state-of-the-art 
image codecs

o 2.3 – 3.5% more accurate detection at the same 
bit rate
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(a) (b)
Fig. 9. Part of network architectures for targeted vision tasks: (a) YOLOv3 [24] and (b) Feature Pyramid Network used for Faster [46] and Mask [25] R-CNN

Fig. 10. Two-layer network’s object detection performance compared with
benchmarks

performance, with mAP loss of about 1% at 0.74 bpp, where
most benchmarks suffer a mAP loss of about 2%. Moreover, at
0.56 bpp, our method operates within a 2% mAP loss margin,
whereas most benchmarks have lost about 4% mAP at this
point. Cheng et al. [16] shows the best performance among
the benchmarks, but there is still significant gap between it
and our proposed method.

Table II (first three columns) summarizes object detection
vs. bitrate results using extended versions of BD metrics [50].
For the BD-mAP metric, positive numbers represent an av-
erage increase of mAP at the same bitrate. For BD-Bitrate,
negative numbers indicate average bit savings at the same
accuracy. Our method shows a noticeable bit savings and
increased accuracy compared to all benchmarks. For example,
against HEVC, we achieve BD-Bitrate savings of –47.9%, and
BD-mAP gain of 4.55%. Against Cheng et al. [16], we achieve
BD-Bitrate savings of –37.4%, and BD-mAP gain of 2.89%.

Three-layer network: The three-layer network supports
object detection in the base layer and object segmentation
in the first enhancement layer. The corresponding back-ends
use ResNet-50-based Faster [46] and Mask [25] R-CNN,
respectively. To assess the performance of both tasks, we use
the COCO2017 [49] validation set, which provides labelled

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Performance of (a) object detection and (b) segmentation with three-
layer multi-task network

ground truth for both bounding boxes and segmentation maps.
Faster R-CNN and Mask R-CNN have a constraint on the
input resolution that the shorter edge must be less than or
equal to 800 pixels according to given default configuration.
Hence, we resize the test images to meet the constraint using
bilinear interpolation prior to the experiment, then use the
resized images as input to our three-layer network. As a result,

3-layer system: (a) object detection, (b) segmentation
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TABLE I
� VALUES FOR TRAINING MODELS

Model Index 1 2 3 4 5 6

� 0.0018 0.0035 0.0067 0.013 0.025 0.0483

and 3-layer networks are trained on the same datasets using a
two-stage training strategy described below.

A. Training setup
Our multi-task networks are trained in two stages. In the

first stage, the networks are trained on CLIC [17] and JPEG-
AI [43] datasets. Randomly cropped patches with size of
256 ⇥ 256 from both datasets are used as input. We also
set the mini-batch size to 16. Adam optimizer with a fixed
learning rate of 10�4 is used for 400 epochs on a GeForce RTX
2080 GPU with 11 GB RAM. Then, we change the dataset
to VIMEO-90K [44] to continue the training for another 300-
400 epochs in the second stage. Likewise, randomly cropped
patches are drawn from the dataset, but this time the learning
rate decreases with polynomial decay for every 10 epochs. Six
values of �, shown in Table I, are used in (4) to produce six
versions of the trained networks, as in [45]. Specifics of the
2- and 3-layer networks are given below.

Two-layer network: A LST in the base layer maps the base
features to the convolution output of layer 13 of YOLOv3,
eF (13)
1 2 R2N⇥2M⇥256. To match the resolution of the target

feature tensor, the LST scaling factors rk, k 2 {1, 2, 3, 4},
are set to 2, 1, 1, and 1, respectively. The processing at layer
13 of YOLOv3 includes a convolutional layer followed by
batch normalization and Leaky ReLU activation, as shown
in Fig 9(a). Since the pre-trained weights of YOLOv3 [24]
represent prior knowledge obtained over the training data, we
keep and re-use them for the batch normalization followed by
an activation function at layer 13, so the last layer of the LST
simply adopts a linear activation. The estimate of the layer
13 convolution output, produced by our LST, is then used as
input to the batch normalization with the learned weights at
layer 13. To account for this, the distortion equation is slightly
modified from (6), to

D = MSE(X, bX) + � · MSE
⇣
F

(13)
1 , V

(13)( eF (13)
1 , ⇢

⇤)
⌘
,

(10)

where � = 0.006 and V
(13) includes batch normalization

followed by Leaky ReLU activation, with pre-trained weights
⇢
⇤ from [24].
Three-layer network: LSTs in the base and the first

enhancement layer individually estimate intermediate tensors
of Faster R-CNN [46] for object detection and Mask R-
CNN [25] for segmentation, respectively. Fig. 9(b) presents the
ResNet-50 [20] based Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [35]
used as a backbone network for both R-CNN networks. In
particular, the LSTs estimate the outputs of layer 4 in the FPN,
eF (4)
j 2 R4N⇥4M⇥256, where j 2 {1, 2}. Hence, to generate

the correct size of the feature tensors from the sub-latents
eY1 and { bY1,

bY2}, both LSTs have the same configuration

TABLE II
SUMMARIZED PERFORMANCE OF VISION TASKS AGAINST VARIOUS

BENCHMARKS WITH BD METRICS

Two-layer Network Three-layer Network

Object Detection Segmentation

Benchmarks BD-Bitrate BD-mAP BD-Bitrate BD-mAP BD-Bitrate BD-mAP

VVC –39.8 2.79 –73.2 2.33 –71.2 2.34
HEVC –47.9 4.55 –73.2 3.05 –74.7 2.96

Minnen et al. [15] –41.3 3.26 –78.7 3.73 –77.2 3.38
Cheng et al. [16] –37.4 2.89 –76.6 3.62 –75.4 3.49

of scaling factors: r1 = r2 = 2 and r3 = r4 = 1. The
activation at layer 4 in the FPN is ReLU, so we use the
same function for the last activation layer for both LSTs. For
distortion computation, the MSE is measured at various points
P2–P6 in the FPN, which are shown in Fig. 9(b). To account
for this, the distortion equation (6) is slightly modified to

D = MSE(X, bX)

+ � · 1
5
·

2X

j=1

6X

l=2

MSE(Plj , V back-end,Pl
FPN,j ( eF (4)

j , ⇢
⇤
j ))

(11)

where � = 0.0015 and V
back-end,Pl

FPN,j represents the portion of
the FPN back-end up to Pl, with pre-trained weights ⇢

⇤
j [47],

using eF (4)
j as input.

B. Evaluation on machine vision tasks

Our multi-task networks are evaluated on relevant datasets
associated with targeted tasks, in terms of task accuracy vs.
bitrate. The benchmarks consist of conventional codecs, such
as HEVC [39] and VVC [48] with quantization parameters
QP 2 {22, 25, 28, ..., 40}, as well as DNN-based image
codecs [15], [16], applied to input images. Then decoded
images are used as input to the pre-trained computer vision
model2 to examine task accuracy.

Two-layer network: Our two-layer network supports object
detection in the base layer using the YOLOv3 [24] back-
end. We first evaluate the object detection performance on
the COCO2014 validation set [49], which includes about 5K
images. Since most vision networks resize the input to a
specific resolution before processing, we also resize input
images to 512 ⇥ 512 using bilinear interpolation without
letterboxing, in order to generate (via LST) a feature tensor
eF (13)
1 2 R64⇥64⇥256 that can be directly fed into the YOLOv3

back-end. The same resizing is done with benchmark image
codecs.

Fig. 10 presents a comparison of our object detection
performance against various benchmarks in terms of bitrate
vs. mean Average Precision (mAP), where bpp is computed by
dividing total number of coded bits (base and side bitstreams)
by the number of input pixels. The mAP uses the Intersection
of Union (IoU) threshold of 0.5. In the figure, the black dashed
line shows the default mAP performance of 55.85% when
using test images as input to YOLOv3 [24] with pre-trained
weights. Our object detection achieves the best rate-accuracy

2The same model whose back-end is used in our multi-task network.
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TABLE I
� VALUES FOR TRAINING MODELS

Model Index 1 2 3 4 5 6

� 0.0018 0.0035 0.0067 0.013 0.025 0.0483

and 3-layer networks are trained on the same datasets using a
two-stage training strategy described below.

A. Training setup
Our multi-task networks are trained in two stages. In the

first stage, the networks are trained on CLIC [17] and JPEG-
AI [43] datasets. Randomly cropped patches with size of
256 ⇥ 256 from both datasets are used as input. We also
set the mini-batch size to 16. Adam optimizer with a fixed
learning rate of 10�4 is used for 400 epochs on a GeForce RTX
2080 GPU with 11 GB RAM. Then, we change the dataset
to VIMEO-90K [44] to continue the training for another 300-
400 epochs in the second stage. Likewise, randomly cropped
patches are drawn from the dataset, but this time the learning
rate decreases with polynomial decay for every 10 epochs. Six
values of �, shown in Table I, are used in (4) to produce six
versions of the trained networks, as in [45]. Specifics of the
2- and 3-layer networks are given below.

Two-layer network: A LST in the base layer maps the base
features to the convolution output of layer 13 of YOLOv3,
eF (13)
1 2 R2N⇥2M⇥256. To match the resolution of the target

feature tensor, the LST scaling factors rk, k 2 {1, 2, 3, 4},
are set to 2, 1, 1, and 1, respectively. The processing at layer
13 of YOLOv3 includes a convolutional layer followed by
batch normalization and Leaky ReLU activation, as shown
in Fig 9(a). Since the pre-trained weights of YOLOv3 [24]
represent prior knowledge obtained over the training data, we
keep and re-use them for the batch normalization followed by
an activation function at layer 13, so the last layer of the LST
simply adopts a linear activation. The estimate of the layer
13 convolution output, produced by our LST, is then used as
input to the batch normalization with the learned weights at
layer 13. To account for this, the distortion equation is slightly
modified from (6), to

D = MSE(X, bX) + � · MSE
⇣
F

(13)
1 , V

(13)( eF (13)
1 , ⇢

⇤)
⌘
,

(10)

where � = 0.006 and V
(13) includes batch normalization

followed by Leaky ReLU activation, with pre-trained weights
⇢
⇤ from [24].
Three-layer network: LSTs in the base and the first

enhancement layer individually estimate intermediate tensors
of Faster R-CNN [46] for object detection and Mask R-
CNN [25] for segmentation, respectively. Fig. 9(b) presents the
ResNet-50 [20] based Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [35]
used as a backbone network for both R-CNN networks. In
particular, the LSTs estimate the outputs of layer 4 in the FPN,
eF (4)
j 2 R4N⇥4M⇥256, where j 2 {1, 2}. Hence, to generate

the correct size of the feature tensors from the sub-latents
eY1 and { bY1,

bY2}, both LSTs have the same configuration

TABLE II
SUMMARIZED PERFORMANCE OF VISION TASKS AGAINST VARIOUS

BENCHMARKS WITH BD METRICS

Two-layer Network Three-layer Network

Object Detection Segmentation

Benchmarks BD-Bitrate BD-mAP BD-Bitrate BD-mAP BD-Bitrate BD-mAP

VVC –39.8 2.79 –73.2 2.33 –71.2 2.34
HEVC –47.9 4.55 –73.2 3.05 –74.7 2.96

Minnen et al. [15] –41.3 3.26 –78.7 3.73 –77.2 3.38
Cheng et al. [16] –37.4 2.89 –76.6 3.62 –75.4 3.49

of scaling factors: r1 = r2 = 2 and r3 = r4 = 1. The
activation at layer 4 in the FPN is ReLU, so we use the
same function for the last activation layer for both LSTs. For
distortion computation, the MSE is measured at various points
P2–P6 in the FPN, which are shown in Fig. 9(b). To account
for this, the distortion equation (6) is slightly modified to

D = MSE(X, bX)

+ � · 1
5
·

2X

j=1

6X

l=2

MSE(Plj , V back-end,Pl
FPN,j ( eF (4)

j , ⇢
⇤
j ))

(11)

where � = 0.0015 and V
back-end,Pl

FPN,j represents the portion of
the FPN back-end up to Pl, with pre-trained weights ⇢

⇤
j [47],

using eF (4)
j as input.

B. Evaluation on machine vision tasks

Our multi-task networks are evaluated on relevant datasets
associated with targeted tasks, in terms of task accuracy vs.
bitrate. The benchmarks consist of conventional codecs, such
as HEVC [39] and VVC [48] with quantization parameters
QP 2 {22, 25, 28, ..., 40}, as well as DNN-based image
codecs [15], [16], applied to input images. Then decoded
images are used as input to the pre-trained computer vision
model2 to examine task accuracy.

Two-layer network: Our two-layer network supports object
detection in the base layer using the YOLOv3 [24] back-
end. We first evaluate the object detection performance on
the COCO2014 validation set [49], which includes about 5K
images. Since most vision networks resize the input to a
specific resolution before processing, we also resize input
images to 512 ⇥ 512 using bilinear interpolation without
letterboxing, in order to generate (via LST) a feature tensor
eF (13)
1 2 R64⇥64⇥256 that can be directly fed into the YOLOv3

back-end. The same resizing is done with benchmark image
codecs.

Fig. 10 presents a comparison of our object detection
performance against various benchmarks in terms of bitrate
vs. mean Average Precision (mAP), where bpp is computed by
dividing total number of coded bits (base and side bitstreams)
by the number of input pixels. The mAP uses the Intersection
of Union (IoU) threshold of 0.5. In the figure, the black dashed
line shows the default mAP performance of 55.85% when
using test images as input to YOLOv3 [24] with pre-trained
weights. Our object detection achieves the best rate-accuracy

2The same model whose back-end is used in our multi-task network.
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LATENT SPACE SCALABILITY

multimedia laboratory

[1]  H. Choi and I. V. Bajić, “Scalable image coding for humans and machines,” IEEE TIP, 2022.
[2]  D. Minnen, J. Balle, and G. D. Toderici, “Joint autoregressive and hierarchical priors for learned image compression,” NeurIPS, 2018.
[3]  Z. Cheng et al., “Learned image compression with discretized gaussian mixture likelihoods and attention modules,” Proc. IEEE CVPR, 2020.

Results on the Kodak dataset
• Proposed scalable codec comparable to state-of-the-art on 

input reconstruction
• 10 – 20% degradation by adding a scalability layer (2 → 3), in 

line with earlier work on scalable video coding  
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(a) (b)

Fig. 12. Comparison of input reconstruction performance in terms of (a) PSNR vs. bpp and (b) MS-SSIM vs. bpp

Fig. 13. Bits proportion for each layer of multi-layer networks

resorting to input reconstruction. Fig. 14 shows two examples
of the outputs of our 3-layer network, along with the results
obtained by the benchmarks. For each example, the first row
shows the input image and the reconstructed images with
the corresponding bitrate and RGB PSNR (bpp/dB). The
next two rows show the results of object segmentation and
object detection. For the benchmarks, reconstructed image
is fed to the corresponding model (Faster R-CNN [46] for
detection, Mask R-CNN [25] for segmentation) with pre-
trained weights to obtain the results. For our 3-layer network,
only the corresponding part of the bitstream is decoded. Hence,
since the input is not reconstructed in these cases, the results
are shown on the empty background, and the corresponding
rate is indicated below the image.

In the first example, our network successfully detects and
segments all three objects, with bitrates of 0.195 bpp for
detection and 0.205 bpp for segmentation. In contrast, all
benchmarks lead to mislabelling of a horse on the right as
a person, even in the case of object detection, despite the fact
they use more bits than our base layer. In the second example,
benchmark-coded images lead to some missing objects, while
our network correctly detect them all. For example, the image
coded by [15] leads to missing the second person from the
right in the background, as well as the baseball. Also, image
coded by [16] leads to missing the person in the background.

With conventional codecs (HEVC and VVC), either the person
or the baseball are missed. These examples illustrate why our
3-layer network provides superior performance in terms of
object detection and segmentation in Fig. 11.

V. CONCLUSION

We presented a DNN-based image compression framework
with latent-space scalability for human and machine vision.
Latent image representation is coded into multiple layers,
which can be separately decoded to enable the required task.
We embodied the proposed ideas into 2- and 3-layer multi-
task networks supporting object detection, segmentation, and
input reconstruction. Mutual information estimates show that
the proposed loss function facilitates steering of relevant task-
specific information into the corresponding portions of the
latent space during training. The experiments show that our
multi-task networks provide 37% - 80% bitrate savings on
machine vision tasks compared to relevant benchmarks, while
being comparable to state of the art image codecs in terms of
input reconstruction quality.
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TABLE III
BD-BITRATE RELATIVE TO VARIOUS BENCHMARKS ON KODAK [51]

Proposed methods

Benchmarks Two-layer Network Three-layer Network

BD-Bitrate
(PSNR)

BD-Bitrate
(MS-SSIM)

BD-Bitrate
(PSNR)

BD-Bitrate
(MS-SSIM)

VVC 10.17 –7.83 30.43 2.14
HEVC –14.27 –26.15 1.38 –17.96
JPEG –63.99 –63.99 –57.25 –57.84

[15] –3.58 –7.83 14.02 2.06
[16] 4.49 –1.90 24.24 9.55

Two-layer
Network - 18.84 11.95

generated feature tensors eF (4)
1 and eF (4)

2 from the base and the
first enhancement layer can be fed into the Faster and Mask
R-CNN back-ends, respectively. The resized images are also
used as input to benchmark image codecs.

Fig. 11 shows the performance of our three layer network
and the benchmarks on both tasks. In Fig. 11(a) and (b),
dashed black lines show the default mAP performance of
40.2% and 37.2% for object detection and segmentation,
respectively. Here, mAP is obtained using the IoU threshold
from 0.5 to 0.95 with a step size of 0.05. On both tasks, our 3-
layer network shows excellent performance: less than 1% mAP
drop down to 0.15 bpp, and less than about 1.5% mAP drop
at 0.1 bpp. Meanwhile, all benchmarks lose 1% mAP already
at 0.4 bpp, while at 0.1 bpp, they have lost 7-8% mAP.

Table II (last four columns) shows object detection and
segmentation performance vs. bitrate in terms of extended
versions of BD metrics [50]. Herem, the gains of our network
aganst the benchmarks are even higher. Against VVC, which
was the best-performing benchmark, our network achieves
BD-Bitrate savings of –73.2% on object detection and –71.2%
on object segmentation. At the same time, the BD-mAP gains
against VVC are 2.33% on object detection and 2.34% on
object segmentation.

C. Evaluation on input reconstruction

The highest enhancement layer of our 2- and 3-layer net-
works supports input reconstruction for human viewing. The
performance here is examined on the Kodak dataset [51],
which includes 24 uncompressed RGB images. Fig. 12(a)
shows PSNR (RGB) vs. bitrate curves. The data for benchmark
codecs comes from Bégaint et al. [45]. VVC achieves the
best performance among all methods in this figure. The
method from which our backbone is derived, Cheng et al. [16],
achieves the second-best performance. Our 2-layer network
shows competitive performance compared to [16] at lower
bitrates, but the reconstruction quality slightly degrades (by
about 0.3dB) compared to [16] at higher bitrates. This is the
price to pay for scalability and supporting object detection in
the base layer. Meanwhile, our 2-layer network outperforms
other benchmarks in this comparison. Table III shows BD-
Bitrate [50], [52] comparisons among various codecs. Overall,

our 2-layer network has a loss of 10.17% against VVC and
4.49% against [16], but saves –3.58%, –14.27%, and –63.99%
of bits compared to Minnen et al. [15], HEVC, and JPEG,
respectively, while providing 2-layer scalability.

Our 3-layer network is less efficient in terms of rate-
distortion performance on input reconstruction. As shown in
the last row of Table III, the 3-layer network suffers an increase
of 18.84% BD-Bitrate compared to the 2-layer network. Ear-
lier work on conventional scalable codecs suggests that adding
one scalability layer costs about 15-25% in terms of BD-
Bitrate [40], so the performance of our 3-layer network seems
reasonable in this context. It is still comparable with HEVC
(1.38% increase in BD-Bitrate) and much better than JPEG,
while providing 3-layer scalability and superior efficiency on
computer vision tasks. Overall, Fig. 12(a) shows that both our
2- and 3-layer networks are comparable with state of the art
codecs in terms of PSNR at lower bitrates, but their relative
PSNR performance degrades at higher bitrates.

In addition to PSNR results, we also provide perfor-
mance comparisons in terms of MS-SSIM [53] vs. bitrate
in Fig. 12(b). It is known that DNN-based codecs perform
very well on MS-SSIM, and this is also evident in Fig. 12(b)
and Table III. In particular, our 2-layer network achieves
the best results in this comparison, showing coding gains
against all benchmarks, with –1.9% savings compared to the
best benchmark [16]. Even our 3-layer network now shows
a gain of almost –18% relative to HEVC, and comparable
performance (with a gap around 2%) relative to VVC and [15].
We believe this improved performance of our networks in
terms of MS-SSIM is due to better latent representations
related to objects in the lower layers, which encourages higher
structural quality of the reconstructed input.

D. Bitstream analysis
Fig. 13 shows the bitsteam composition of six versions of

our networks, from those trained for the lowest bitrate (quality
index 1), to those trained for the highest bitrate (quality index
6). For each index, left bar corresponds to the 2-layer network,
and the right bar to the 3-layer network. There are relatively
few bits in the side bitstream (blue), which accounts for less
than 2% of the total bitstream. The base layer (green) accounts
for most bits, and its fraction drops from over 93% at lowest
bitrates to less than 85% at highest bitrates for the 2-layer
network, and less than 70% for the 3-layer network. The
first enhancement layer (orange, denoted “Enh.” in the figure)
and the second enhancement layer in the 3-layer network
(purple, denoted “Top”) take up progressively more bits at
higher bitrates. Considering the fact that our networks show
more competitive performance of input reconstruction at lower
bitrates (Fig. 12), these results seem to indicate that the base
layer conveys significant information for input reconstruction
as well, in addition to enabling object detection.

E. Visual examples
One of the key contributions of the present paper is that

our scalable DNN-based image coding approach is able to
support birate-efficient high-quality machine vision without

[2]
[3]

[2]
[3]

[2]
[3]
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Summary

• Already a number of studies in the literature describing human-machine image coding

• Base task: computer vision

o Usually classification, object detection and/or segmentation

• Enhancement task(s): computer or human vision

• CV tasks require fewer bits than input reconstruction

o Practically demonstrated in many cases

o Theoretical justification

o Still a ways to go: 

o ImageNet classification requires log# 1000 ≈ 10 bits ≈ 0.0002 bpp for a 224×224 image; 
best currently available feature coding systems require > 0.01 bpp to maintain accuracy 

HUMAN-MACHINE IMAGE CODING

multimedia laboratoryVISUAL CODING FOR HUMANS AND MACHINES – PART 2: HUMANS AND MACHINES
IEEE ICASSP 2023 HMM-QOE KEYNOTE
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HMFVC
• Base layer: action recognition or object detection
• Enhancement: input reconstruction

HUMAN-MACHINE VIDEO CODING

multimedia laboratory

Z. Huang, C. Jia, S. Wang, and S. Ma, "HMFVC: A human-machine friendly video compression scheme," IEEE Trans. Circ. Syst. Video 
Technol., Early Access, 2022.
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Example of a scalable 2-task 
video compression system

• Base layer: object detection

• Enhancement layer: input 
reconstruction 

• Intra frames coded using the 
scalable human-machine 
image codec presented 
earlier

• Inter frames coded using 
DNN-aided HEVC pipeline

HUMAN-MACHINE VIDEO CODING

multimedia laboratory

H. Choi and I. V. Bajić, “Scalable video coding for 
humans and machines,” Proc. IEEE MMSP, 2022.
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    All Intra (detection [2] & reconstruction)              Random Access (reconstruction only)

HUMAN-MACHINE VIDEO CODING

multimedia laboratory

[1] H. Choi and I. V. Bajić, “Scalable video coding for humans and machines,” Proc. IEEE MMSP, 2022.
[2] H. Choi, E. Hosseini, S. R. Alvar, R. A. Cohen, and I. V. Bajić, “A dataset of labelled objects on raw video sequences,” Data in Brief, vol. 34,
     article no. 106701, Feb. 2021.

TABLE I
� VALUES FOR TRAINING INTRA-FRAME CODING MODELS

Quality Index 1 2 3 4 5 6

� 0.0018 0.0035 0.0067 0.013 0.025 0.0483

TABLE II
COMBINATIONS OF MODEL INDEX (�) AND QP FOR INTRA AND INTER

FRAME, RESPECTIVELY, IN RANDOM ACCESS CODING

Intra Model index
(�)

6
(0.0483)

5
(0.025)

4
(0.013)

Inter QP 18 22 26 30 34 38

coding standards: HEVC [20] (specifically, HM-16.20) and
Versatile Video Coding (VVC) [24] (specifically, VTM-10.0).
We encode the test sequences using the all-intra and random
access configurations with intra period of 8. For benchmarks,
we encode the sequences with QP 2 {18, 22, 26, 30, 34, 38}
and QP 2 {20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40} for HEVC and VVC, respec-
tively. For our proposed system in the all intra configuration,
we encode the sequences using the six models whose � values
are shown in Table I. For the random access case, to achieve
the range of bit rates comparable to the benchmarks, we used
several combinations of � values for the intra codec and QP
for inter coding, as shown in Table II. Inter frames are coded
with QP 2 {18, 22, 26, 30, 34, 38} plus the QP offsets related
to the hierarchical reference structure defined in the HEVC
Common Test Conditions (CTC) [25]. Bjøntegaard Delta (BD)
metrics [26], [27] are used to evaluate the performance against
the benchmarks in terms of rate-distortion and rate-accuracy.

B. Simultaneous evaluation for human and machine vision

First, we evaluate the performance of our system against
the benchmarks simultaneously on human and machine vision.
We do this on the SFU-HW-Objects-v1 dataset [28], which
contains COCO7-style object labels for a set of HEVC raw
video test sequences. This dataset is also being used in MPEG-
VCM [29]. Table III summarizes the performance of our cod-
ing system versus the benchmarks, with best results indicated
in bold. Since this experiment involves object detection, for
which our system uses only the base layer of the intra-coded
frames, the test is carried out in the all-intra configuration.
Benchmark codecs code intra frames, and decoded frames are
fed to YOLOv3. In our system, only the base layer of intra
frames is decoded and fed via LST to the YOLOv3 back-end,
as shown in Fig. 2.

Mean Average Precision (mAP) [19] is used as the object
detection accuracy metric. Unlike the Peak Signal-to-Noise-
Ratio (PSNR), mAP vs. bit rate curves are not always concave,
or even monotonic [29], which makes it impossible to compute
a valid BD-rate-mAP value. One example is shown in Fig. 5(a)
for the sequence FourPeople, where we see that HEVC and
VVC curves are non-concave and non-monotonic. For this

7https://cocodataset.org

TABLE III
BD PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED VIDEO CODING SYSTEM AGAINST

HEVC AND VVC IN THE ALL-INTRA CONFIGURATION

HEVC (HM-16.20) VVC (VTM-10.0)
Benchmark Machine Vision Human Vision Machine Vision Human Vision

BD-rate- BD-rate-
Class Sequence mAP PSNR MS-SSIM mAP PSNR MS-SSIM

A
PeopleOnStreet -37.17% 8.55% -22.93% -29.52% 36.47% -6.34%

Traffic 33.82% 16.80% -20.72% 61.09% 44.38% -4.09%

Average -1.68% 12.67% -21.83% 15.78% 40.42% -5.21%

B

BQTerrace 16.37% 29.84% -18.33% -2.26% 73.32% 7.84%
BasketballDrive -49.91% 24.57% -13.63% -47.16% 64.10% 9.47%

Cactus -30.68% 20.79% -19.18% -46.64% 55.70% 2.28%
Kimono -75.00% 1.37% -15.72% -70.98% 24.91% 0.74%

ParkScene -35.81% 14.63% -16.45% -20.30% 40.05% -0.63%

Average -35.01% 18.24% -16.66% -37.47% 51.62% 3.94%

C

BQMall -51.04% 1.07% -20.80% -51.96% 31.80% 0.95%
BasketballDrill -37.45% 0.62% -22.76% -46.88% 46.70% 5.09%

PartyScene -8.01% 15.60% -12.54% -12.25% 43.87% 5.33%
RaceHorses 27.07% 8.49% -11.43% -36.60% 38.90% 8.37%

Average -17.36% 6.44% -16.88% -36.92% 40.32% 4.94%

D

BQSquare -6.51% 7.39% -25.10% -15.38% 32.52% -10.52%
BasketballPass -57.82% -2.33% -16.14% -55.58% 29.18% 6.82%

BlowingBubbles -15.49% 1.08% -15.26% -2.86% 30.57% 5.72%
RaceHorses 21.69% -4.15% -11.10% -22.45% 27.46% 11.82%

Average -14.53% 0.50% -16.90% -24.07% 29.93% 3.46%

E
Johnny 116.35% 7.87% -19.50% 86.62% 47.54% 7.45%

KristenAndSara -39.08% 7.48% -29.17% -8.03% 42.40% -8.88%

Average 38.64% 6.21% -24.90% 39.29% 41.19% -2.60%

Avg. (A - D) -20.40% 9.62% -17.47% -26.65% 41.33% 2.86%

Avg. (A - E) -13.45% 9.05% -18.71% -18.89% 41.31% 1.95%

reason, the sequence FourPeople has been excluded from the
results. Other sequences had well-behaved mAP vs. bit rate
curves, like the one shown in Fig. 5(b) for BasketballPass.

On object detection, our coding system shows significant bit
savings of 13.45% and 18.85% on average against HEVC and
VVC, respectively, when averaged over all sequence classes.
Without Class E sequences, average bit reduction is even
higher – 20.40% and 26.65%, respectively, against HEVC and
VVC. Surprisingly, we save more bits against VVC compared
to HEVC, which implies that advanced coding tools adopted
in VVC are less machine vision-friendly.

In terms of input reconstruction for human viewing, stan-
dard codecs perform better, as expected, because that is what
they are optimized for. In terms of BD-rate-PSNR, our system
increases bits by about 9% and 41% against HEVC and VVC,
respectively. In other words, the compression efficiency of
VVC is far superior to other methods in terms of rate-PSNR.
Meanwhile, our system performs reasonably well against
HEVC, achieving some gains on two sequences in Class D.
Overall, our method shows better performance in classes C
and D compared to other classes. We suspect that this is due
to input scaling with bilinear interpolation, which may cause
some artifacts to the sequences in Class C (832⇥ 480) and D
(416⇥ 240) compared to sequences with higher resolution.

In terms of BD-rate-MS-SSIM, our system outperforms
HEVC by 18.71% and has marginally worse performance
(by 1.95%) compared to VVC. If we consider MS-SSIM a
more relevant metric for human viewing experience, then one
could argue that our system provides comparable or better
performance for human viewing while achieving gains on
machine vision. Indeed, it has been known for a while that
DNN-based codecs do well on MS-SSIM, and our system

(a) FourPeople (b) BasketballPass

Fig. 5. Examples of rate-mAP curves: (a) shows the case when these curves are non-concave and non-convex. Moreover, there are no overlaps on the mAP
axis between the blue curve and the other two curves. Hence, BD-rate-mAP cannot be reliably computed. (b) shows the case where the curves rate-mAP
curves have similar characteristics as the rate-PSNR curves, so BD-rate-mAP can be reliably computed.

TABLE IV
INPUT RECONSTRUCTION PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED VIDEO

CODING SYSTEM AGAINST HEVC AND VVC IN THE RANDOM ACCESS
CONFIGURATION WITH THE INTRA PERIOD OF 8

Benchmark HEVC (HM-16.20) VVC (VTM-10.0)

Class Sequence BD-rate
(PSNR)

BD-rate
(MS-SSIM)

BD-rate
(PSNR)

BD-rate
(MS-SSIM)

A
PeopleOnStreet -1.27% -12.15% 20.82% 9.41%

Traffic 21.88% 8.90% 48.65% 33.31%

Average 10.30% -1.63% 34.74% 21.36%

B

BQTerrace 21.70% 3.32% 55.15% 32.94%
BasketballDrive 5.85% -2.02% 42.65% 31.89%

Cactus 16.54% -1.89% 49.58% 27.42%
Kimono 0.50% -9.96% 29.06% 14.88%

ParkScene 14.13% 0.86% 39.48% 23.98%

Average 11.74% -1.94% 43.18% 26.22%

C

BQMall 3.14% -9.64% 40.89% 22.20%
BasketballDrill 10.91% -4.05% 56.60% 54.33%

PartyScene 12.99% -0.45% 43.24% 24.76%
RaceHorses 4.23% -1.58% 37.94% 31.42%

Average 7.82% -3.93% 44.67% 33.18%

D

BQSquare 7.38% -9.49% 50.49% 19.02%
BasketballPass -2.86% -9.68% 36.77% 23.01%

BlowingBubbles 4.18% -6.94% 39.37% 21.03%
RaceHorses -2.71% -4.75% 38.38% 31.18%

Average 1.50% -7.71% 41.25% 23.56%

E

FourPeople 11.52% -11.51% 45.47% 13.16%
Johnny 17.84% -2.49% 62.58% 32.28%

KristenAndSara 14.26% -16.50% 53.67% 11.36%

Average 14.54% -10.17% 53.90% 18.94%

Avg. (A - D) 7.77% -3.97% 41.94% 26.72%

Avg. (A - E) 8.90% -5.00% 43.93% 25.42%

benefits from DNN-based intra coding in this experiment.

C. Input reconstruction with random access coding

Table IV summarizes input reconstruction performance in
terms of BD-rate metrics for the random access configuration
with the intra period of 8. Here, benchmark codecs perform
better than they did on the object detection task, because they

TABLE V
THE EFFECT OF DNN-AIDED FRAME PREDICTION IN THE RANDOM

ACCESS CONFIGURATION

Class BD-rate-PSNR BD-rate-MS-SSIM

A -2.19% -3.61%

B 0.35% 0.60%

C -1.02% -1.33%

D -0.79% -0.38%

E -1.33% -1.46%

Average -0.77% -0.86%

were optimized for this kind of use. In terms of BD-rate-
PSNR, our system increases the rate by about 8.9% on average
against HEVC. Recall that our inter-coding pipeline is built
upon HEVC. Considering the fact that conventional scalable
extensions of HEVC increase the bit rate by 15%–25% per
layer [30], our scalable system for human and machine vision
performs well within this margin. The performance against
VVC in terms of BD-rate-PSNR is correspondingly lower, as
expected, with about 44% rate increase. Our codec performs
much better in terms of MS-SSIM. In fact, in this case, it
provides BD-rate savings of 5%, on average, against HEVC,
and the loss against VVC is now reduced to about 25%.

D. Ablation study

Here we examine the effect of DNN-aided frame prediction
within our system, by comparing the full version of the system
against a stripped-down version, which does not include DNN-
based frame prediction. The results are shown in Table V for
the random access configuration with the intra period of 8.
DNN-aided frame prediction brings 0.8%–0.9% bit savings
on average, both in terms of PSNR and MS-SSIM.

E. Break-even points

In earlier sections we saw that, compared with conventional
HEVC or VVC coding, our system achieves compression gains
when only the machine vision task is needed, but suffers
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Break even point

HUMAN-MACHINE VIDEO CODING

multimedia laboratory
H. Choi and I. V. Bajić, “Scalable video coding for humans and machines,” Proc. IEEE MMSP, 2022.

vs. HEVC vs. VVC
PSNR MS-SSIM PSNR MS-SSIM
59.8% 100% 31.4% 90.7%

frac. time 
human vision

frac. time 
machine vision

TABLE I
� VALUES FOR TRAINING INTRA-FRAME CODING MODELS

Quality Index 1 2 3 4 5 6

� 0.0018 0.0035 0.0067 0.013 0.025 0.0483

TABLE II
COMBINATIONS OF MODEL INDEX (�) AND QP FOR INTRA AND INTER

FRAME, RESPECTIVELY, IN RANDOM ACCESS CODING

Intra Model index
(�)

6
(0.0483)

5
(0.025)

4
(0.013)

Inter QP 18 22 26 30 34 38

coding standards: HEVC [20] (specifically, HM-16.20) and
Versatile Video Coding (VVC) [24] (specifically, VTM-10.0).
We encode the test sequences using the all-intra and random
access configurations with intra period of 8. For benchmarks,
we encode the sequences with QP 2 {18, 22, 26, 30, 34, 38}
and QP 2 {20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40} for HEVC and VVC, respec-
tively. For our proposed system in the all intra configuration,
we encode the sequences using the six models whose � values
are shown in Table I. For the random access case, to achieve
the range of bit rates comparable to the benchmarks, we used
several combinations of � values for the intra codec and QP
for inter coding, as shown in Table II. Inter frames are coded
with QP 2 {18, 22, 26, 30, 34, 38} plus the QP offsets related
to the hierarchical reference structure defined in the HEVC
Common Test Conditions (CTC) [25]. Bjøntegaard Delta (BD)
metrics [26], [27] are used to evaluate the performance against
the benchmarks in terms of rate-distortion and rate-accuracy.

B. Simultaneous evaluation for human and machine vision

First, we evaluate the performance of our system against
the benchmarks simultaneously on human and machine vision.
We do this on the SFU-HW-Objects-v1 dataset [28], which
contains COCO7-style object labels for a set of HEVC raw
video test sequences. This dataset is also being used in MPEG-
VCM [29]. Table III summarizes the performance of our cod-
ing system versus the benchmarks, with best results indicated
in bold. Since this experiment involves object detection, for
which our system uses only the base layer of the intra-coded
frames, the test is carried out in the all-intra configuration.
Benchmark codecs code intra frames, and decoded frames are
fed to YOLOv3. In our system, only the base layer of intra
frames is decoded and fed via LST to the YOLOv3 back-end,
as shown in Fig. 2.

Mean Average Precision (mAP) [19] is used as the object
detection accuracy metric. Unlike the Peak Signal-to-Noise-
Ratio (PSNR), mAP vs. bit rate curves are not always concave,
or even monotonic [29], which makes it impossible to compute
a valid BD-rate-mAP value. One example is shown in Fig. 5(a)
for the sequence FourPeople, where we see that HEVC and
VVC curves are non-concave and non-monotonic. For this

7https://cocodataset.org

TABLE III
BD PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED VIDEO CODING SYSTEM AGAINST

HEVC AND VVC IN THE ALL-INTRA CONFIGURATION

HEVC (HM-16.20) VVC (VTM-10.0)
Benchmark Machine Vision Human Vision Machine Vision Human Vision

BD-rate- BD-rate-
Class Sequence mAP PSNR MS-SSIM mAP PSNR MS-SSIM

A
PeopleOnStreet -37.17% 8.55% -22.93% -29.52% 36.47% -6.34%

Traffic 33.82% 16.80% -20.72% 61.09% 44.38% -4.09%

Average -1.68% 12.67% -21.83% 15.78% 40.42% -5.21%

B

BQTerrace 16.37% 29.84% -18.33% -2.26% 73.32% 7.84%
BasketballDrive -49.91% 24.57% -13.63% -47.16% 64.10% 9.47%

Cactus -30.68% 20.79% -19.18% -46.64% 55.70% 2.28%
Kimono -75.00% 1.37% -15.72% -70.98% 24.91% 0.74%

ParkScene -35.81% 14.63% -16.45% -20.30% 40.05% -0.63%

Average -35.01% 18.24% -16.66% -37.47% 51.62% 3.94%

C

BQMall -51.04% 1.07% -20.80% -51.96% 31.80% 0.95%
BasketballDrill -37.45% 0.62% -22.76% -46.88% 46.70% 5.09%

PartyScene -8.01% 15.60% -12.54% -12.25% 43.87% 5.33%
RaceHorses 27.07% 8.49% -11.43% -36.60% 38.90% 8.37%

Average -17.36% 6.44% -16.88% -36.92% 40.32% 4.94%

D

BQSquare -6.51% 7.39% -25.10% -15.38% 32.52% -10.52%
BasketballPass -57.82% -2.33% -16.14% -55.58% 29.18% 6.82%

BlowingBubbles -15.49% 1.08% -15.26% -2.86% 30.57% 5.72%
RaceHorses 21.69% -4.15% -11.10% -22.45% 27.46% 11.82%

Average -14.53% 0.50% -16.90% -24.07% 29.93% 3.46%

E
Johnny 116.35% 7.87% -19.50% 86.62% 47.54% 7.45%

KristenAndSara -39.08% 7.48% -29.17% -8.03% 42.40% -8.88%

Average 38.64% 6.21% -24.90% 39.29% 41.19% -2.60%

Avg. (A - D) -20.40% 9.62% -17.47% -26.65% 41.33% 2.86%

Avg. (A - E) -13.45% 9.05% -18.71% -18.89% 41.31% 1.95%

reason, the sequence FourPeople has been excluded from the
results. Other sequences had well-behaved mAP vs. bit rate
curves, like the one shown in Fig. 5(b) for BasketballPass.

On object detection, our coding system shows significant bit
savings of 13.45% and 18.85% on average against HEVC and
VVC, respectively, when averaged over all sequence classes.
Without Class E sequences, average bit reduction is even
higher – 20.40% and 26.65%, respectively, against HEVC and
VVC. Surprisingly, we save more bits against VVC compared
to HEVC, which implies that advanced coding tools adopted
in VVC are less machine vision-friendly.

In terms of input reconstruction for human viewing, stan-
dard codecs perform better, as expected, because that is what
they are optimized for. In terms of BD-rate-PSNR, our system
increases bits by about 9% and 41% against HEVC and VVC,
respectively. In other words, the compression efficiency of
VVC is far superior to other methods in terms of rate-PSNR.
Meanwhile, our system performs reasonably well against
HEVC, achieving some gains on two sequences in Class D.
Overall, our method shows better performance in classes C
and D compared to other classes. We suspect that this is due
to input scaling with bilinear interpolation, which may cause
some artifacts to the sequences in Class C (832⇥ 480) and D
(416⇥ 240) compared to sequences with higher resolution.

In terms of BD-rate-MS-SSIM, our system outperforms
HEVC by 18.71% and has marginally worse performance
(by 1.95%) compared to VVC. If we consider MS-SSIM a
more relevant metric for human viewing experience, then one
could argue that our system provides comparable or better
performance for human viewing while achieving gains on
machine vision. Indeed, it has been known for a while that
DNN-based codecs do well on MS-SSIM, and our system

TABLE I
� VALUES FOR TRAINING INTRA-FRAME CODING MODELS

Quality Index 1 2 3 4 5 6

� 0.0018 0.0035 0.0067 0.013 0.025 0.0483

TABLE II
COMBINATIONS OF MODEL INDEX (�) AND QP FOR INTRA AND INTER

FRAME, RESPECTIVELY, IN RANDOM ACCESS CODING

Intra Model index
(�)

6
(0.0483)

5
(0.025)

4
(0.013)

Inter QP 18 22 26 30 34 38

coding standards: HEVC [20] (specifically, HM-16.20) and
Versatile Video Coding (VVC) [24] (specifically, VTM-10.0).
We encode the test sequences using the all-intra and random
access configurations with intra period of 8. For benchmarks,
we encode the sequences with QP 2 {18, 22, 26, 30, 34, 38}
and QP 2 {20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40} for HEVC and VVC, respec-
tively. For our proposed system in the all intra configuration,
we encode the sequences using the six models whose � values
are shown in Table I. For the random access case, to achieve
the range of bit rates comparable to the benchmarks, we used
several combinations of � values for the intra codec and QP
for inter coding, as shown in Table II. Inter frames are coded
with QP 2 {18, 22, 26, 30, 34, 38} plus the QP offsets related
to the hierarchical reference structure defined in the HEVC
Common Test Conditions (CTC) [25]. Bjøntegaard Delta (BD)
metrics [26], [27] are used to evaluate the performance against
the benchmarks in terms of rate-distortion and rate-accuracy.

B. Simultaneous evaluation for human and machine vision

First, we evaluate the performance of our system against
the benchmarks simultaneously on human and machine vision.
We do this on the SFU-HW-Objects-v1 dataset [28], which
contains COCO7-style object labels for a set of HEVC raw
video test sequences. This dataset is also being used in MPEG-
VCM [29]. Table III summarizes the performance of our cod-
ing system versus the benchmarks, with best results indicated
in bold. Since this experiment involves object detection, for
which our system uses only the base layer of the intra-coded
frames, the test is carried out in the all-intra configuration.
Benchmark codecs code intra frames, and decoded frames are
fed to YOLOv3. In our system, only the base layer of intra
frames is decoded and fed via LST to the YOLOv3 back-end,
as shown in Fig. 2.

Mean Average Precision (mAP) [19] is used as the object
detection accuracy metric. Unlike the Peak Signal-to-Noise-
Ratio (PSNR), mAP vs. bit rate curves are not always concave,
or even monotonic [29], which makes it impossible to compute
a valid BD-rate-mAP value. One example is shown in Fig. 5(a)
for the sequence FourPeople, where we see that HEVC and
VVC curves are non-concave and non-monotonic. For this

7https://cocodataset.org

TABLE III
BD PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED VIDEO CODING SYSTEM AGAINST

HEVC AND VVC IN THE ALL-INTRA CONFIGURATION

HEVC (HM-16.20) VVC (VTM-10.0)
Benchmark Machine Vision Human Vision Machine Vision Human Vision

BD-rate- BD-rate-
Class Sequence mAP PSNR MS-SSIM mAP PSNR MS-SSIM

A
PeopleOnStreet -37.17% 8.55% -22.93% -29.52% 36.47% -6.34%

Traffic 33.82% 16.80% -20.72% 61.09% 44.38% -4.09%

Average -1.68% 12.67% -21.83% 15.78% 40.42% -5.21%

B

BQTerrace 16.37% 29.84% -18.33% -2.26% 73.32% 7.84%
BasketballDrive -49.91% 24.57% -13.63% -47.16% 64.10% 9.47%

Cactus -30.68% 20.79% -19.18% -46.64% 55.70% 2.28%
Kimono -75.00% 1.37% -15.72% -70.98% 24.91% 0.74%

ParkScene -35.81% 14.63% -16.45% -20.30% 40.05% -0.63%

Average -35.01% 18.24% -16.66% -37.47% 51.62% 3.94%

C

BQMall -51.04% 1.07% -20.80% -51.96% 31.80% 0.95%
BasketballDrill -37.45% 0.62% -22.76% -46.88% 46.70% 5.09%

PartyScene -8.01% 15.60% -12.54% -12.25% 43.87% 5.33%
RaceHorses 27.07% 8.49% -11.43% -36.60% 38.90% 8.37%

Average -17.36% 6.44% -16.88% -36.92% 40.32% 4.94%

D

BQSquare -6.51% 7.39% -25.10% -15.38% 32.52% -10.52%
BasketballPass -57.82% -2.33% -16.14% -55.58% 29.18% 6.82%

BlowingBubbles -15.49% 1.08% -15.26% -2.86% 30.57% 5.72%
RaceHorses 21.69% -4.15% -11.10% -22.45% 27.46% 11.82%

Average -14.53% 0.50% -16.90% -24.07% 29.93% 3.46%

E
Johnny 116.35% 7.87% -19.50% 86.62% 47.54% 7.45%

KristenAndSara -39.08% 7.48% -29.17% -8.03% 42.40% -8.88%

Average 38.64% 6.21% -24.90% 39.29% 41.19% -2.60%

Avg. (A - D) -20.40% 9.62% -17.47% -26.65% 41.33% 2.86%

Avg. (A - E) -13.45% 9.05% -18.71% -18.89% 41.31% 1.95%

reason, the sequence FourPeople has been excluded from the
results. Other sequences had well-behaved mAP vs. bit rate
curves, like the one shown in Fig. 5(b) for BasketballPass.

On object detection, our coding system shows significant bit
savings of 13.45% and 18.85% on average against HEVC and
VVC, respectively, when averaged over all sequence classes.
Without Class E sequences, average bit reduction is even
higher – 20.40% and 26.65%, respectively, against HEVC and
VVC. Surprisingly, we save more bits against VVC compared
to HEVC, which implies that advanced coding tools adopted
in VVC are less machine vision-friendly.

In terms of input reconstruction for human viewing, stan-
dard codecs perform better, as expected, because that is what
they are optimized for. In terms of BD-rate-PSNR, our system
increases bits by about 9% and 41% against HEVC and VVC,
respectively. In other words, the compression efficiency of
VVC is far superior to other methods in terms of rate-PSNR.
Meanwhile, our system performs reasonably well against
HEVC, achieving some gains on two sequences in Class D.
Overall, our method shows better performance in classes C
and D compared to other classes. We suspect that this is due
to input scaling with bilinear interpolation, which may cause
some artifacts to the sequences in Class C (832⇥ 480) and D
(416⇥ 240) compared to sequences with higher resolution.

In terms of BD-rate-MS-SSIM, our system outperforms
HEVC by 18.71% and has marginally worse performance
(by 1.95%) compared to VVC. If we consider MS-SSIM a
more relevant metric for human viewing experience, then one
could argue that our system provides comparable or better
performance for human viewing while achieving gains on
machine vision. Indeed, it has been known for a while that
DNN-based codecs do well on MS-SSIM, and our system
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Compact Descriptors for Visual Search (CDVS)  [1]

• For image-related vision tasks, especially search and retrieval

• Handcrafted features: SIFT and Fisher Vectors 

Compact Descriptors for Video Analysis (CDVA)  [2]

• For video-related vision tasks, especially search and retrieval

• Also considered learnt features

EXISTING STANDARDS

multimedia laboratory

[1] L. -Y. Duan, V. Chandrasekhar, J. Chen, J. Lin, Z. Wang, T. Huang, B. Girod, and W. Gao, "Overview of the MPEG-CDVS standard," IEEE
     Trans. Image Processing, vol. 25, no. 1, pp. 179-194, Jan. 2016.
[2] L. -Y. Duan, Y. Lou, Y. Bai, T. Huang, W. Gao, V. Chandrasekhar, J. Lin, S. Wang, and A. C. Kot, "Compact descriptors for video analysis: The
     emerging MPEG standard," IEEE MultiMedia, vol. 26, no. 2, pp. 44-54, 1 April-June 2019.
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• Scope

“The scope of the JPEG AI is the creation of a learning-based image coding standard offering 
a single-stream, compact compressed domain representation, targeting both human 
visualization, with significant compression efficiency improvement over image coding 
standards in common use at equivalent subjective quality, and effective performance for 
image processing and computer vision tasks, with the goal of supporting a royalty-free 
baseline.” [JPEG AI White Paper, 2021]

• Difference from earlier image coding standards

o Learning-based

o Support for image processing and computer vision tasks (besides default input 
reconstruction)

JPEG AI

multimedia laboratoryVISUAL CODING FOR HUMANS AND MACHINES – PART 3: STANDARDIZATION
IEEE ICASSP 2023 HMM-QOE KEYNOTE

https://jpeg.org/jpegai/
ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC29/WG1 N90049, "White Paper on JPEG AI Scope and Framework v1.0," 2021.
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• Use cases

o Cloud storage

o Visual surveillance

o Autonomous vehicles and devices

o Image collection storage and management

o Live monitoring of visual data

o Media distribution

o Television broadcast distribution and editing

JPEG AI

multimedia laboratoryVISUAL CODING FOR HUMANS AND MACHINES – PART 3: STANDARDIZATION
IEEE ICASSP 2023 HMM-QOE KEYNOTE

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC29/WG1 N92014, REQ "JPEG AI Second Draft Call for Proposals," 92nd Meeting, July 2021.
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                                                 ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC29/WG1 N92014 

          91st Meeting, Online, 19-23 April 2021 
 

- 4 - 

an efficient compressed domain representation useful not only for visualization, but also for machine image 

processing and computer vision tasks. Figure 1 shows the high-level JPEG AI framework, which is fully 

described in the JPEG AI Use Cases and Requirements document (WG1N91014); it includes three pipelines: 

standard image reconstruction, compressed domain computer vision processing and compressed domain 

image processing, all from the latent representation that is obtained after entropy decoding.  

 

Fig. 1:  JPEG AI learning-based image coding framework. 

 

Considering this context, this Call for Proposals (CfP) on JPEG AI Learning-based Image Coding 

Technologies solicits technical contributions that demonstrate efficient compression of images as well as 

effective performance for image processing and computer vision tasks. 

3. Use Cases and Requirements 

This Call for Proposals addresses several use cases: 

• Cloud storage 

• Visual surveillance 

• Autonomous vehicles and devices 

• Image collection storage and management 

• Live monitoring of visual data 

• Media distribution 

• Television broadcast distribution and editing 
 

Detailed information on these use cases and derived requirements are contained in the JPEG AI Use Cases 

and Requirements document (WG1N91014). 
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JPEG AI
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ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC29/WG1 N100190, REQ " Submission Instructions for the JPEG AI Call for Proposals," 95th Meeting, April 2022.

• Examples of image processing tasks

o Super-resolution

o Denoising

o Low-light enhancement, exposure compensation, color correction

o Inpainting

• Examples of computer vision tasks

o Image classification

o Object/face detection, recognition, identification

o Semantic segmentation

o Event detection, action recognition
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CfP results: average BD-rate over several quality metrics

JPEG AI
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J. Ascenso, “JPEG AI Learning-based Image Compression,” Second AG4 Workshop on JPEG and MPEG Emerging Activities, Sept. 2022. 

Performance Relatively to VVC anchor

12

} Average BD-rate performance over all quality metrics

} Decoding run time relative to anchor using the same CPU (times) 

TEAMID 
BD-rate performance CPU dec. time GPU dec. 

time  
J2K HEVC VVC J2K HEVC VVC HEVC 

TEAM12 -39.3% -13.2% -3.1% 601 606 484 NA 
TEAM13 -31.5% -2.1% 10.6% 21 21 16 1.9 
TEAM14 -57.2% -39.6% -32.3% 39 39 31 7.4 
TEAM15 -6.7% 33.6% 51.2% 25 25 19 NA 
TEAM16 -47.7% -26.6% -17.9% 44 44 34 0.7 
TEAM17 -21.5% 15.4% 32.0% 98 98 75 25.0 
TEAM19 -34.2% -4.4% 8.6% 21 21 16 2.3 
TEAM21 -33.4% 1.6% 13.8% 153 153 118 NA 
TEAM22 -32.6% -4.9% 7.2% 136 136 105 NA 
TEAM24 -56.5% -37.4% -29.9% 44 44 34 0.7 

 
23/9/22Second AG4 Workshop on JPEG and MPEG Emerging Activities
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• Timeline

o January 2022 – Final Call for Proposals

o February 2022 – Proposal registration

o April 2022 – Proposal submission

o October 2022 – Verification Model under Consideration (VMuC)

o ...

o October 2023 – Draft standard

o April 2024 – Final standard

JPEG AI
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• Scope
“MPEG-VCM aims to define a bitstream for compressing video or feature extracted from 
video that is efficient in terms of bitrate/size and can be used by a network of machines 
after decompression to perform multiple tasks without significantly degrading task 
performance. The decoded video or feature can be used for machine consumption or 
hybrid machine and human consumption.
The differences between VCM and video coding with deep learning are:
1. VCM is used for machine consumption or hybrid machine and human consumption, while 

current video coding aims for human consumption;
2. VCM technologies could be but is not required to be based on deep learning
3. VCM can achieve analysis efficiency, computational offloading and privacy protection as 

well as compression efficiency, while traditional video coding pursues mainly on 
compression efficiency. ” [VCM m57648 , 2021]

MPEG-VCM
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Y. Zhang et al., "[VCM] Updates to use cases and requirements for video coding for machines", m57648, July 2021.
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• Use cases

o Surveillance

o Intelligent transportation

o Smart city

o Intelligent industry

o Intelligent content

o Consumer electronics

o Smart retail

o Smart agriculture

o Autonomous vehicles / UAV

MPEG-VCM
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Y. Zhang et al., "[VCM] Updates to use cases and requirements for video coding for machines", m57648, July 2021.
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MPEG-VCM

multimedia laboratoryVISUAL CODING FOR HUMANS AND MACHINES – PART 3: STANDARDIZATION
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Y. Zhang et al., "[VCM] Updates to use cases and requirements for video coding for machines", m57648, July 2021.
ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 29/WG 2, “Evaluation Framework for Video Coding for Machines ,” N0193, Apr. 2022.

• Examples of image processing tasks

o Image/video enhancement 

o Stereo/Multiview processing

• Examples of computer vision tasks

o Object detection, segmentation, masking, tracking, measurement

o Event search, detection, prediction

o Anomaly detection

o Crowd density estimation

o Pose estimation and tracking
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Machine vision tasks and datasets for evaluation

MPEG-VCM

multimedia laboratoryVISUAL CODING FOR HUMANS AND MACHINES – PART 3: STANDARDIZATION
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S. Liu, ”Updates on Video Coding for Machines," Second AG4 Workshop on JPEG and MPEG Emerging Activities, Sept. 2022.

VCM Evaluation Methodology (1)

• Three machine vision tasks are selected to cover the main tasks identified in the use cases:
• Object detection, instance segmentation and Object tracking.

• Four Datasets with suitable license terms are adopted for evaluation.

Machine Task Network Architecture Evaluation Dataset Evaluation Metric

Object Detection Faster R-CNN with ResNeXt-101 
backbone 

OpenImageV6
TVD
FLIR
SFU-HW-object-v1

mAP@0.5

mAP@[0.5:0.95]

Instance Segmentation Mask R-CNN with ResNeXt-101 
backbone

OpenImageV6
TVD

mAP@0.5

Object Tracking JDE-1088x608 TVD
HiEve-10* MOTA

Action Recognition SlowFast HiEve-10* frame mAP (fmAP)
Pose Estimation HRNet HiEve-10* mAP@0.5

9/23/22 © 2022 Tencent Media Lab 8
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• Track 1 – Feature extraction and compression

o Focus on machine vision

o Call for Evidence (CfE): July 2022

o Response to CfE: October 2022

• Track 2 – Image and video compression

o Both human and machine vision

o Call for Proposals (CfP): April 2022

o Response to CfP: October 2022

MPEG-VCM
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S. Liu, ”Updates on Video Coding for Machines," Second AG4 Workshop on JPEG and MPEG Emerging Activities, Sept. 2022.
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Coding pipelines under consideration

MPEG-VCM
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ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC29/WG2 N78, ”Evaluation Framework for Video Coding for Machines," April 2021.
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• Coding for machines is an important emerging topic

o Generalized codecs

o Theoretical understanding based on classical RD theory + extensions

o Already shown gains of >70% over the best image/video codecs on several tasks

• Human-machine coding (multi-task coding in general)

o Requires extension of classical RD theory

o Most existing work on image coding, less for video coding

o Related standardization activities: JPEG AI and MPEG-VCM

SUMMARY

multimedia laboratoryVISUAL CODING FOR HUMANS AND MACHINES
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First IEEE Workshop on Coding for Machines
• www.ieeecfm.org 
• @ ICME 2023 in Brisbane, Australia
• Keynote by Prof. Yao Wang (NYU)
• Tutorial on CompressAI and CompressAI-vision

EURASIP Journal on Image and Video Processing
• Special Issue on Visual Coding for Humans and Machines
• https://www.springeropen.com/collections/vchm 
• Deadline: December 1, 2023
• Open submission window

o Review starts as soon as you submit

TO PROBE FURTHER

multimedia laboratoryVISUAL CODING FOR HUMANS AND MACHINES
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http://www.ieeecfm.org/
https://www.springeropen.com/collections/vchm
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Thank you!

Questions?
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